
Watch out for my hidden features
- If you get holds after nudges with only two matching symbols then spin them 
all
- If the three symbols below the winline form a winning combination and flash 
and you are given the option to hold then hold them for the win to come in.
- If the three symbols above the winline form a winning combination and flash 
and you are given the option to hold then hold them for the win to come in.
- When you spin a win hold the reel that you would like to be used for the HiLo 
gamble.
- Holds offered on two matching boxed symbols. Hold them (or all three reels) 
and get a single nudge. May or may not be a winner
- Nothing lit (so no hints). Two unboxed matching symbols - not sure what to do 
XXXX

Bonus on items held and unheld - hold the reels (all of them?) and cancel the 
hold. Then press start to bring in a win

Note: Holding a matching pair for three spins in a row does NOT bring in the 
win!

 Boxed mixed 7s    pay £2:40 compared to £1:20 (Feature win prizes are doubled 
- e.g. 3 blue bars pays £4.00 rather than £2.00)

 Box Blue Bars     pay £4:00 compared to £2:00 (Feature win prizes seem to be 
capped at £2.40. The amount shown is the amount won)
Boxed Yellow Bars pay £4:40 compared to £2:20

 Boxed Red Bars    pay £4:80 compared to £2:40 (Has repeat chance)
Boxed Blue 7s     pay £4:80 - no benefit
Boxed Red 7s      pay £4:80 - no benefit over normal red 7s
 
Gambling a boxed win of mixed 7s or above doubles the value of the win. So 
gambling boxed blue bars and winning gives a prize of £4.40.

 1s     Unlimited Nudges (Use to get boxed red bars for Jackpot repeat chance)
  2s Jackpot Bonus

 3s     Big Money Bonus (Jackpot?)
 4s     Extra £2.40 Bonus (Triple red bars with repeat chance)
 5s     Extra £1.00 Bonus

  6s Mystery Win
 7s     7 Games Free (7 tokens?)

  8s Take Your Pick and Win (Jackpot Repeat if you pick the boxed red bar)
  9s Nudge quick - nudging with a timer (use to get 3 x 12s?)
 10s 10 Games Free (10 tokens?)
 11s Bonus Nudge (3 nudges + some more nudges. Use to get 12s at least)
 12s Jackpot Bonus
 13s Nudge Quick - nudging with a timer (Use to get 3 x 14s, 15s or 16s?)
  14s Take Your Pick and Win (Jackpot if you pick the boxed red 7)

15s     Bonus Nudge (3 nudges + some more nudges. Use to get 16s at least)
16s     Nudge Quick - nudging with a time (Use to get 3 x 1s?)

If nudging these in via nudge quick (e.g. 3 yellow bar feature or 3 x 9s) then 



you need to press collect to collect the win prior to the timer running out.

   Number Left Reel Middle Reel Right Reel
    1 Red 7 Blue Bar Blue 7
    2 Box Blue Bar Blue 7 Box Yellow Bar
    3 Red Bar Box Blue Bar Blue Bar
     4 Blue 7 Red Bar Blue 7
    5 Box Yellow Bar Red 7 Box Red Bar
   6 Blue Bar Box Yellow Bar Blue Bar
    7 Blue 7 Blue Bar Yellow Bar
    8 Box Red Bar Red 7 Box Red 7
   9 Blue Bar Box Red Bar Red Bar

   10 Yellow Bar Blue Bar Yellow Bar
   11 Box Red 7 Yellow Bar Box Blue 7
    12 Red Bar Box Blue 7 Yellow Bar
    13 Yellow Bar Red Bar Blue Bar
   14 Box Blue 7 Yellow Bar Red 7
   15 Yellow Bar Box Red 7 Box Blue Bar
   16 Blue Bar Yellow Bar Red Bar


